The unique system harlotte is a distributed operating its end of a link, or enclose its end as part provides powerful system intended as a testbed for of an outgoing message. A link is thus a proiae pdeveloping techniques and tools pair of capabilities for a two-way channel.
interprocess com-that exploit large-grain parallelism to solve Each capability lets its holder perform all munication that uses computation-intensive problems. It is im-operations on the channel.
plemented on the Crystal multicomputer,
The Demos operating system2 introduplex licks, does which has 20 VAX 11/750 computers con-duced the idea of using links for internot buffer messages nected by a token ring, each with its own process communication. Charlotte has in the kernel, and memory.
enhanced the idea in several ways. In all cases, the notion of a linkprovides proportional to the complexity of the
Step 1
Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Our automata have about 250 nonerror entries. Each entry specifies an action to be primitives. However, commonly used cancel an operation that has matched. performed. (About 100 different actions primitives should be executed efficiently.
The greatest complexity is introduced by exist; some appear in more than one entry.)
We have achieved this goal by separating link movement and destruction, especially The simplest actions consist of a single common situations from unusual ones. when both occur at the same time. Link operation, such as sending an acknowledgThe easiest situation is when a Send does movement requires that a third party (the ment packet. The most complex action not try to transfer a link and the matching kernel of the moving link's other end) be checks five flags and selects one of several Receive is already pending. In this case, if informed. That third party may also have operations.
both processes reside in the same machine, a Send or Receive pending. The protocol the message is copied directly from one must also deal with both ends moving Kernel structure. The kernel is impleprocess to the other. Otherwise, the send-simultaneously.
mented as a collection of Modula ing kernel transmits one packet to the Link destruction is straightforward if the processes, which we call tasks to distinreceiving kernel, which responds with a link is idle. Ifthe remote end has a request guish them from user and utility processes. completion packet.
pending, the situation becomes slightly These tasks communicate via queues of If the matching Receive is posted later, more complex. If that request is a Send work requests. The Automaton task hanbut the message is still held in the cache on with an enclosed link, or if the remote end dles the protocol. The four automata (for the receiving kernel, the same protocol is itself in motion, the situation becomes Send, Receive, Destroy, and Move) are applies. Extra complexity is introduced by much more complex. Such cases do occur, implemented as procedures within this cross-machine messages too large to fit in especially when a process terminates unex-task. a single packet (the communication device pectedly. The protocol we developed uses All process requests are verified first by imposes a limit of about 2K bytes per 20 message types, of which six represent the Envelope task. Communication packet). process requests. requests are then forwarded to the automaIt is simple for the protocol to handle the ton's work queue. Two tasks deal with
Wait request. The variations that we allow Finite-state automata. Given the num-informatioh flow to and from the nugget. (such as waiting for any outstanding ber of cases -some simple and some com-Other tasks handle clock maintenance, Receive) do not add much complexity.
plex -we designed the implementation so statistics collection, and verification that
Cancellation of Send and Receive is all cases are handled regularly. Complex other machines are alive. User and utility slightly more complex, since it must deal cases require more work but do not require processes run only when kernel tasks have with numerous cases. The Send or Receive a special coding style.
no work to do. in question might be in one of several Our prototype implementation used ad This division of labor simplifies the states, such as pending or matched. Fur-hoc coding methods. We found this style implementation. We have found the kernel thermore, both ends may simultaneously very difficult to debug and maintain. The relatively easy to debug and maintain. 
